With only 41 days to go, will it be Trump or Biden? Longtime IU Political Science Professor, Marjorie Hershey, will review all the data, polls, and tell us who may win and who may lose.

Professor Hershey's research and teaching interests focus on political parties, campaigns, and elections. Her research examines the characteristics of party activists, media coverage of political campaigns, and the commonalities among lobbying, framing, persuasion, and the creation of organizational histories by advocacy groups. She writes a widely-used textbook on political parties, Party Politics in America, which is now in its 17th edition, and its associated blog posts. She has published three other books of research, plus about four dozen articles in professional journals including the American Journal of Political Science, the Journal of Politics, Public Opinion Quarterly, Party Politics, Polity, Political Communication, The Annals, Social Science Quarterly, and American Politics Quarterly.